Abstract-Under the present-time conditions of the increased pace of life in large cities neurological disorders are tending to increase. The present paper considers the application of Data Mining techniques for studying medical data and building the decision support system on the basis of research results being, in the present case, the detection of the neurological disorders by the result indicators of the surveys on living standard, anxiety and depression. Throughout the use of Data Mining techniques there was built a decision tree and were established the reasoning rules, which provided the basis for the decision support system. The paper presents the basic requirements for this system enabling to reduce time of the clinical staff spent on processing survey data and providing recommendations on establishing diagnoses.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, information is one of major world resources and information systems are an indispensable tool in practically all spheres, including medicine. Application programs and information systems capabilities in the sphere of medicine enable to modernize working process and improve the methods of diagnosing and curing. The relevance of the given paper is determined, on the one hand, by the necessity to develop a software product capable of supporting the process of diagnosing and analyzing health and living standard indicators and, on the other hand, the necessity to process and analyze the existing data arrays enabling to study patient data in dynamics while during the treatment indicators can have different values. To develop the decision support system it is necessary to establish the link between the diagnoses and indicators' values according to the assessment principles adopted in a certain healthcare organization.
II. PATIENTS' LIVING STANDARDS ANALYSIS
Research in this area is one of the major fields in modern medicine, which is confirmed by numerous surveys aimed at evaluating living standards, levels of patients' physical and psychological well-being. The surveys under discussion contain response options and are developed in the way to apply the method of ratings aggregation for making calculations. One of the best known surveys for studying patients' living standards is a short form of patient health status measure called SF-36, which came out of MOS (Medical Outcomes Study). SF-36 enables to register and quantify the changes in the living standards of patients with specific diseases during a definite period of inpatient treatment and to determine the components most favorable for the changes in their living standards caused by the treatment prescribed.
The choice of this survey by researchers (health care workers) is determined by the opportunities to use the obtained results for evaluating living standards of patients with any kind of disorders, to compare the outcomes with the statistics of the Russian Population Control concerning the corresponding groups as well as to evaluate the patients' living standard in a comprehensive manner (including social and psychological disorders). [1] In accordance with this study, to calculate the resulting indicator values (PH, a physical health component and MH, a mental health component) the values of the average deviation of population indicators are applied. It is stated that for different nosologies the resulting indicators of living standards are different as well. If while carrying out research a doctor does not know the average population values, it is recommended to use the earlier data gathered by the Russian Population Control concerning the corresponding groups. However, it is not always possible to provide accurate research results when using the available data because population data can vary in different geographic regions.
The integral estimation of living standards depends on a geographic region in which the research is carried out. Thus, to derive an estimate of the living standards of patients with certain types of nosology (in the present case, these are patients with neurological disorders) of a certain geographic region (in the present case, it is Tomsk region) it is practical to identify its population indicators [2] . Additional means such as Hospital anxiety and depression scale (HADS) aimed at assessing the reflection of tension symptoms are applied in the process of studying living standards. This questionnaire enables to assess anxiety as a passing state experienced in special situations (over the course of a disorder).
Diagnosis, including the one of neurological disorder, influences the indicators of living standards and patient's anxiety level. The identified dependences can be applied for establishing diagnosis in accordance with the conducted research on studying the indicators of living standards and the levels of anxiety and depression (basing on SF-36, HADS, etc.). Support of establishing diagnosis in patients with a certain nosology via the decision support system includes such tasks as: to analyze patient's survey outcomes and compare them with the model of establishing diagnosis; to monitor the changes of a patient's living standard in dynamics, while additional diagnostics enables to improve treatment and foresee the changes of living standard indicators.
Calculation of living standards and health result indicators by means of different techniques (health surveys) is made with the accordance to the corresponding algorithms [3] . A short form of patient health status measure MOS SF-36 is one of the most labor-intensive ones and is aimed at getting the final calculations outcome. Thus, one more objective is to automate the process of handling data obtained from a patient who took the test and enabling to store the survey source data.
III. DATA MINING APPLICATION
The major objectives along the process of analyzing data for developing the intellectual component of decision support system are the following:
 to detect the hidden patterns of the existing data by means of Data Mining;
 to establish the rules of logical reasoning on the basis of Data Mining;
 to establish the rules of retrieving messages concerning the proposed diagnosis and the projected indicators change;
 to develop the logical rules of outputting the results of surveying in a programming language;
 to build a knowledge base.
After the processing of the accumulated data array it is possible to identify dependencies on their basis and to establish the rules of logical reasoning and to present data as the sentences of the following type: if (condition), than (action). One of the demonstrable ways of presenting such research results in intellectual data analysis is the decision trees whose interface is understandable both for an information technology specialist and a health care worker [4] .
RapidMiner environment was used as a tool for a decision tree building and logical rules establishing. RapidMiner is a complex system which implements the methods of Data Mining (the methods of intellectual analysis) and statistical analysis, and owns a set of algorithms for processing and analyzing, including the ones for processing large data arrays. As well as with a constructor it is possible to operate with any set of data and add various operators of input and output, processing, visualizing, analyzing, etc. the whole process is presented in a tree form (Fig.1 In accordance with the stated tasks and requirements during the conduction of medical research it is necessary to develop the information support system maintaining the testing process by a user (a patient), result indicators calculation as well as establishing a diagnosis and projecting the indicators change. During this system development special attention should be paid to such functions as:
 a method of establishing diagnosis, determining the dynamics and characteristics of the indicators change on the basis of the survey conducted;
 processing the obtained data input by a user (a survey respondent) and presenting the results after each survey completion;
 storing the results obtained on the basis of the completed test in a systemized form;
 providing a researcher with the access to the results stored with the aim of data sampling in reliance on the required parameters;
 exporting the selected data, which a researcher needs for conducting analysis in other statistical programs.
When developing the information support system the following opportunities for ensuring system flexibility in case any changes could occur in specialists' work should be anticipated: The module for handling data obtained by surveying (carrying out research) must enable to make the calculation of:
 the resulting indicators values on a patient (opportunity to apply the necessary average population values);
 the average population values (with the choice of required records aggregate).
Proceeding from the requirements to the programming solution being developed, the model of the decision support system can be presented as follows (Fig.4) : Subsequent to the questions answering, raw data (answers) are stored in the system and then the results processing is initiated: indicators are calculated by a definite algorithm (depending on the given answers) and are stored in a database [5] . In the following step (depending on which research in succession is being carried out) the process of actual values (not projected ones) is initiated. These data are compared with the rules of logical reasoning (a production rule) and the projected diagnoses as well as the indicators of the projected values are being output.
Knowledge base can be represented by a set of rules upon which the logic reasoning mechanism determines the output data. An approach based on the rules of logical reasoning was chosen as an approach to the development of the decision support system. The choice of this approach was made in view of the tasks stated (establishing diagnosis, analyzing data in dynamics), the required solutions, and the availability of the accumulated data on diagnoses, indicators referring to health condition of patients with disorders. Such rules enable to present knowledge as sentences of the following type: if (condition), than (action). After processing the accumulated data array it is possible to obtain the identified dependences and establish the reasoning rules on their basis. Thus, it is possible to formulate all the gained rules whose body will become the knowledge base for the decision support system and programming the module "Comparing indicators with logical rules" enables to establish diagnosis, to predict indicators changes, and provides new reasoning.
In the process of projecting the database structure the following notions were taken into account:
 a respondent can pass surveys several times. A respondent can be subject to passing one and the same survey several times.
 surveys are made up of questions. Some questions belong to a definite category. Questions in the surveys are not repeated.
 one question consists of several response options (a user must choose only one, which is suitable for him or her). If several questions refer to one category, these questions can have the same responses.
 after the test is passed, the indicator is calculated on the basis of the responses.
 a question refers to the definite indicator. An indicator can consist of several questions. There is an indicator example: emotional state, moral state, etc.
 a value calculated for a respondent is within a definite numeric range.
 for each indicator there is a corresponding boundary defining whether this indicator is in the norm or higher/below the boundary of the normal value.
 one survey can be used for calculating several indicators.
V. CONCLUSION.
In accordance with the examined approach it is possible to conclude that the main process is the identification of the accumulated data dependencies and setting the logical reasoning rules, which are further applied in programming solution and data mining; and methods applied are crucial in this process. This is due to the fact that it is the accuracy of building a model and choosing criteria for analysis which the validity and value of recommendations reasoning for establishing diagnosis, monitoring health indicators in dynamics and system functioning depend on. Knowledge base is represented by production rules obtained by means of intellectual data analysis. The given paper suggests the approach to decision support system projecting with the aim to generate recommendations for diagnoses establishing on the ground of the obtained results.
